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SPORT TOTES

Leather Carry-on with Suit-folder
Built-in hanger for folding and packing suits.  
Main compartment is large yet compact.  Fully 
lined.  Additional front zippered pockets.  
Detachable leather shoulder strap.  Made of full 
grain tumbled leather. Patch and embroidery at 
additional cost.
Size: 19 x12x10” Imprint Area-Top front: 3x 
1.25”
Style/Material/Price  PQR    
      Quantity:               20+           50+          100+
3643 -  Full Grain     $235.00     $205.00    $185.00 3643

Expandable Duffle 
Expands with two side zippers. Top grain lining in 
all compartments. Detachable shoulder strap and 
double carry handles. Genuine full grain tumbled 
leather. 
Size: 22 x 9 x 10" w/o expander 
Imprint Area- Side panel: 3 x 2”
Style/Material/Price  PQR    
      Quantity:               20+           50+          100+
3629  -  Full Grain    $225.00     $197.50    $175.00

Medium Club Duffle
Leather duffle with comfortable, double rope-
stuffed handles and detachable shoulder strap. 
Five zippered pockets include a large wet pocket. 
Made of full grain tumbled leather. Deboss on 
leather tag attached with ball chain.
Size: 18 x 9 x 9”   Imprint Area- leather tag 2 x 
1”
Style/Material/Price  PQR    
      Quantity:                20+           50+          100+
3449 -  Full Grain     $105.00      $93.00       $83.00

3449

3629

Styles on these two 
pages are available 

only in black for 
quantities less than  

100 pieces
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Deluxe Leather Garment Bag
Inside has zippered shoe and suit compartments, locking hanger 
holder and detachable lined pouch for shoes or wet items.  Two 
small pockets for socks etc. above suit shoulders to best use 
space. Eleven pockets total, including 6 on the outside. Black 
only.  
Size: 42 x 21 x 3”  
Imprint Area- Patch only- 2 x 1”
Style/Material/Price  PQR    
      Quantity:                   20+                50+              100+
3645 - Full Grain          $345.00          $295.00        $255.00

CARRY-ONS & TRAVEL BAGS

3645

4670

4655

Roll-on Travel Case 
 For the week or weekend crafted of soft, full grain cowhide. Rolling 
travel case features separate zippered compartment on the front for laptop 
computer and file folders. Pockets for pens and papers.
The main section has a zippered full mesh pocket inside on the top and 
small pockets with elastic tops against the back side. Elastic hold-down 
straps with traditional metal fasteners for holding your folded clothing 
in place. Pull-out handle locks into place. Includes leather luggage tag to 
fit business card with lift up leather top for privacy. Zippers for the large 
compartment will lock together (lock included).  Black only. 
Size:  22 (to bottom of wheels) x 15x 7” (collapsed) or 11” (outside pocket 
stuffed)   Imprint Area- Patch only-  3 x 3”
Style/Material/Price  PQR    
      Quantity:                          20+                     50+                    100+
4670 - Full Grain                $500.00               $439.00              $385.00

Deluxe Briefcase On Wheels 
The main compartment is large and roomy enough for a laptop 
in the included padded nylon case, a large report tucked into the 
accordian seperator, a set of clothes secured by a large elastic X, 
and plenty of extra pockets and pouches backed by velcro for 
smaller items that you can remove and attach as needed. 
There are large zippered pockets on the back and front of the out-
side of the case for keeping personal items in easy reach. Under 
the front outside flap there is a small fold down writing surface 
with additional pockets, compartments and pen loops
The extension handle lock release is located conveniently in the 
handle itself and  is completely protected with a zippered closure 
when not being used. There is also a carrying handle and included 
shoulder strap when you would rather not be rolling he case. A 
metal frame encircles the case for added strength and protection.  
Black only.    
Size: 18 x 15 (from bottom of wheeles) x 6.5" (9" stuffed) 
Imprint Area- Patch only- 2 x 1”
Style/Material/Price  PQR    
      Quantity:                 20+             50+            100+
4655 - Full Grain        $345.00       $295.00      $255.00


